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Description

Gold city is in for a big surprise! Mr Mpisi and his
cohorts have met secretly to devise a plot to undo the
rise of Kwezi and the superhero phenomena. They
unleash Mamadou, a raging giant from the hidden
land of the hyena to wreak havoc in the city centre.
With Mohau and Khoi still in inter-dimensional travel,
and Kwezi yet to gain new insights and powers back
home, all is left to an introspective Azania to protect
the city.
Will the cunning Mr Mpisi’s elaborate plan succeed in
furthering his dark cause? Will Azania’s heroism win
out? Will Kwezi and the others return in time to aid
Azania and defend the city from the ever-tightening
grip of the megalomaniac, Mr Mpisi?

About the Author
Loyiso Mkize is a 30-year-old visual artist based in Cape Town. Born in Butterworth, Eastern Cape, Loyiso

developed a love for art from the age of 5 and has followed his passion to this day - becoming a fine artist, comic book illustrator and founder
of a visual arts company Loyiso Mkize Art (Pty) Ltd. Loyiso's skillset has predominantly been in painting and illustration, out of which he
developed a career. The works all speak proudly, of an African identity. The overarching force behind his work is telling the African story above
all, and articulating its varied textures, colours, ideas - thus forming a lifelong narrative and aesthetic driven artistic journey.
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